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DATE NIGHT IS IN OUR HANDS!
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Boy oh boy, are we excited! Yes, summer is just around the corner, but
that’s not the reason. No, we’re jumping for joy over here because our long-ingestation Project Date Night is finally back in our hands, and we couldn’t be
happier with how things have turned out thus far.
One thing we want to point out is how much we’ve learned over the course
of the last year. Yes, that’s how long we’ve had this 1999 7.3L F250 in our possession. If you’ve been following the build, you’ll recall that we’ve used some
variant of the phrase “The best-laid plans of mice and men often go awry”
somewhat frequently. That’s because the process of this build has been the
most perfect example of that saying that we could come up with. If you’re
unfamiliar with it, the meaning basically boils down to this: it doesn’t matter
how good your plans are, something will still go wrong. Did it ever!
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CHANGE OF PLANS
It’s not everyday you open up your engine to discover that
multiple piston heads are cracked, but that’s exactly the sight that
greeted us last June when we were just about to get things started
in earnest. Months later, we finally had that resolved (thanks to
a brand-new fully-built engine from Swamp’s Diesel) and could
finally start making this the truck we always knew it could be.
First and foremost, we couldn’t have possibly done this
without the tireless efforts of Gary Fields and his talented crew at
Diesel Pros in Bozeman, Mont. We’re convinced that Gary is the
best in the business when it comes to making the most out of
your Ford, and we feel that Project Date Night’s final state will be
a testament to his prowess. Likewise, Swamp’s Diesel really saved
our bacon with the new engine they put together for us. Nobody
else makes engines like Swamp’s and we are stoked to have their

handiwork powering the truck.
Dieselsite also deserves a huge shoutout. Their heavy-duty
4R100 transmission is the result of modern technology improving
a 15-year-old design. It’s more reliable, has improved shift feel, is
specifically designed for towing performance, and features clutch
material that can handle extended and elevated temperatures
without burning up. Plus, I don’t know that I’ve ever installed a
transmission more quickly and smoothly than when we put the
4R100 onto Date Night’s underbelly.
A lot of the important work for this old girl were on the outside,
though that doesn’t make them any less important. Who wants a
kick-ass truck that looks like it just came from a used car dealership? Not us! We knew all along we were going to spruce up the
exterior, but you never know for sure how everything will coalesce
until you see it right in front of you.

to get a different set of General Grabber tires in the correct size,
35x12.5x18, but for the wheels we had to go with a different
company. In this case, we chose some 18x9 XD Series Wheels from
KMC with a negative 12 offset. With that change made, we were
way more comfortable proceeding with the exterior modifications.
WRAP IT UP
The most noticeable addition is the wrap, which was installed
by SCS Wraps, also hailing from Bozeman. We knew from the getgo we wanted to do a wrap, because, according to Gary, “Wrapping a vehicle is a very feasible and cost-effective way to increase
the appearance of your vehicle. Paint jobs can cost anywhere
from $5,000 to $10,000 dollars for a full-size pickup, but you can
generally go through and do a full vehicle wrap color change or
the same color for far less. It does a lot for the looks of your vehicle.
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INTERIOR BEAUTY
Before we get there, though, there were still a few mechanical additions to the truck we needed to install. First up was the
Superlift 4-inch lift kit with a Bilstein 2000 steering stabilizer and
shocks. We knew we wanted to give the truck a nice high stance,
which was easy with the Superlift kit. With a lift like that and the
bigger wheels and tires we’re now rolling with, having a steering
stabilizer is an absolute necessity, and Bilstein is the best in the
business. We also added a Grizzly locker from Yukon Gear & Axle to
make sure the differential was up to the challenge of all the extra
power we’ve added.
When we got to this point in the build, we came to a realization: the wheels and tires we had on the truck weren’t going to
work anymore. The biggest issue was that the wheel offset was
no longer correct for how the truck was riding. We were lucky
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This truck is going to look legit.” After seeing how the wrap turned
out, we couldn’t agree more.
SCS, founded in 1998, started out making apparel and graphics
for the moto industry. SCS ultimately evolved into two separate
companies: SCS Wraps and SCS Unlimited. Today SCS Wraps designs, produces, and installs vehicle wraps and specializes in fleet
branding. The Wraps division also specializes in high-end architectural finishes from 3M. The other side of the business, SCS Unlimited, produces aftermarket graphics for Skidoo snowmobiles, Can
Am side-by-sides and ATVs and SeaDoo Spark Jetskis. SCS Wraps is
a 3M-certified shop, which is a designation they’re intensely proud
of, since they’re the only one in Montana and one of only four in
the entire northern corridor of the US, from Spokane, Wash., all the
way east to Fargo, N.D. Their expertise is readily apparent on Date
Night, because you would never guess this wrap is anything more

than the body color of the truck. It looks that good.
The actual wrap material is from the 3M 1080 series, which
has a fantastic warranty and goes on very smoothly. The certified
installers at SCS were able to get the truck completely wrapped in a
matter of days and we can’t give them enough praise for how good
it looks. They also took the time to die-cut the vinyl logos that adorn
the rocker panels of the truck that feature the big sponsors on the
truck. All in all, you can barely tell this is the same truck.
KEEP IT SIMPLE, STUPID
Since we didn’t want to get super flashy with some of the other
exterior modifications, we looked to Rock Auto to get a whole host
of brand-new OEM accessories to really bring the overall luster
back up to a higher quality. To that end, they supplied new door
handles (without the chrome), a tailgate handle, door lock handles

SOURCES:
Auto Custom Carpets, Inc.
800-352-8216
www.accmats.com

Durabak
201-379-5366
www.durabakstore.com

Automotive Racing Products
800-826-3045
www.arp-bolts.com

Edge
888-360-3343
www.edgeproducts.com

*Bilstein
www.bilsteinus.com

*Fab Fours Bumpers
866-385-1905
www.fabfours.com

Colt Cams
604-856-3571
www.coltcams.com
*Clarion
www.clarion.com
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DieselSite
888-414-3457
www.dieselsite.com
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FASS Diesel Fuel Systems
636-433-5410
www.fassride.com
Federal Mogul
248-354-7700
www.federalmogul.com
Fluidampr
716-592-1000
www.fluidampr.com

General Tire
www.generaltire.com
*Husky Floor Liners
800-344-8759
www.huskyliners.com

MAHLE
800-259-2204
www.mahle.com

Power Hungry Performance
678-890-1110
store.gopowerhungry.com

Swamp’s Diesel
866-595-8724
www.swampsdiesel.com

*Main Event Emblems
www.maineventemblems.com

Riffraff Diesel
866-446-3360
www.riffraffdiesel.com

Thermo-Tec Automotive
Products
800-274-8437
www.thermotec.com

Hypermax
847-428-5655
www.gohypermax.com

Mean Green
724-694-8290
www.mean-green.com

*KMC Wheels
www.kmcwheels.com

OEM Car And Truck Seats
844-636-7328
www.oemcarandtruckseats.
com

Mag-Hytec
818-786-8325
www.mag-hytec.com
Magnaflow
800-990-0905
www.magnaflow.com

on the inside, side mirrors, wheel well inserts, and to cap it all off
a new grille. The grille is actually the only chrome accent on the
whole truck, which just makes it pop all the more.
A lot of times with builds such as these, you have the temptation to get really crazy with the headlights. We certainly have done
so in the past, but in keeping with our idea of not going super
over the top, we opted instead to simply install a brand-new set of
factory CAPA-certified headlight housings and put PIAA extreme
white bulbs in them, then made sure that they were adjusted
properly. Gary says, “A headlight is supposed to put out light,
especially if you’re doing any offroading. When do you need more
light? It’s when you’re doing 70mph down I-90 or Highway 20
or whatever and you know you’re in deer and elk country. That’s
when I want more light. You won’t believe the difference in light
output these make over your old, yellowed out junk housings.”

Optima Batteries
888-867-8462
www.optimabatteries.com
PIAA
800-525-7422
www.piaa.com

Rock Auto
www.rockauto.com
*SCS Wraps
855-727-9727
www.scswraps.com
*Sound Pro
406-587-5118
www.soundprobozeman.net
*Superlift
800-551-4955
www.superlift.com

Transfer Flow
800-442-0056
www.transferflow.com
*Warn Industries
800-543-9276
www.warn.com
*Wicked Rails
www.wickedrails.com
*Yukon Gear & Axle
888-905-5044
www.yukongear.com

Next, we enlisted Fab Fours for the front and rear bumpers and
the running boards. Installation was incredibly easy, which is rarely
the case for this sort of thing. All the holes lined up properly and
got tightened up to spec. The full guard bumper looks great on
the front; it’s just over-the-top enough to get your attention, but
doesn’t go too far. In fact, Greg Larsen, Diesel Tech’s publisher and
the truck’s owner, said, “I almost wish I had hit a deer while driving
home, just to see how the ranch hand bumper would hold up!”
The Warn M15000 winch also contributes a whole lot to the truck’s
utility. The running boards and rear bumper round out the look of
the truck with nice and simple clean lines.
SOUND IT OUT
One of the last things we did on the truck was finish up the
interior. What better way to do that than install a kick-ass sound

continued on page 66

continued from page 36

sible. They even finished wiring up the driver and passenger seat and
middle console so that all the connections and movement controls
are up to snuff. The end result speaks for itself, both visually and
aurally. We are supremely satisfied with how it turned out.
SHOW ME YOUR BADGE
The most recent additions to the outside might just be our
favorite. Pretty far along in the process we caught wind of a couple of
companies who make custom truck accessories that we knew we just
had to look into. Main Event Emblems whipped up some incredible
badges for the truck: an F250 emblem on the side panel, a “Swamp’s
7.3” badge on the door and a “7.3” badge for the tailgate. They look
amazing and really make the truck pop. We also had custom tow
hooks made by Wicked Rails, and wow, we just can’t express how
happy we are with them. They’re super sturdy and well-built, and the
black and grey perfectly complements the rest of the truck.
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system from Clarion? Thanks to the fine folks at Sound Pro in Bozeman, we now have the finest in custom car audio craftsmanship.
Sound Pro has been in the business of top-end home and car audio
since 1976. Tim Robinson, their sales rep, oversaw the process, especially the building of the enclosure that goes behind the back seat
and houses the subwoofer and amplifier. Tim says, “I won’t put speakers in unless we protect them properly, matte the doors properly. Our
wire runs are leaps and bounds ahead of everybody else. We make
sure that everything is wrapped in tesa tape just like Chrysler does.
We’re very meticulous about our installs. What we do that’s different
than everybody else is that the amplifier that’s on the back, we’re
going to build step-off plates that mount to the body of the vehicle.
We’re going to bolt those in.” They also made sure to replace a lot of
the wire harnesses and made everything as close to factory as pos-
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SHE’LL BE COMING ‘ROUND THE MOUNTAIN
All in all, Project Date Night has been a bumpy roadup to this
point, but one that has been well worth the time and effort. When
we first started this project, we had no idea where things were going to end up. Now that we’re close, it’s totally been worth the wait.
They say that no build is every truly complete, and in our case, we
definitely still have some odds and ends we need to shore up. The
tuning from Power Hungry Performance still needs some dialing in,
we need to get some solid dyno numbers, and we have to do a last
pass to dot every I and cross every T, so to speak. The interior looks
great, but it would look a lot better with some Husky floor liners
and a new coat of proverbial paint. Plus, don’t think we’ve forgotten
our promise to take the old girl back to her original owners. That’s
a sight we can’t wait to see. So check back in a couple months and
we’ll see how this baby turned out once and for all! DT

